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ABSTRACT

Electron cyclotron current drive has been demonstrated on the DIII-D tokamak in an

experiment in which _.1 MW of microwave power generated .--50 kAof non-inductive current.

The rf-generated portion was about 15% of the total current. On the T-10 tokamak, more than

3 MW of microwave power will be available for current generation, providing the possibility

that ali the plasma current could be maintained by this method.

Fokker-Planck calculatior_s using the code CQL3D and ray tracing calculations using

TORAY have been performed to model both experiments. For DIII-D the agreement be-

tween the calculations and measurements is good, producing confidence in the validity of

the computational models. The same calculations using the T-10 geometry predict that for

_e(0) _ 1.8 x 1013 cm -S, and Tc(0) -_ 7 keV, 1.2 MW, that is, the power available from only

three gyrotrons, could generate as much as 150 kA of non-inductive curr_nt. Parameter space

scans in which temperature, density and resonance location were varied have been p_.rformed

to indicate the current drive expected under different experimental conditions.

The residual dc electric field was considered in the DIII-D analysis because of its nonlinear

effect on the _.!ectron distribution, which complicates the interpretation of the results.
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A 110 GHz ECH system is being installed on DIII-D. Initial operations, planned for late

1991, will use four gyrotrons with 500 kW each and 10 second output pulses. Injection will be

from the low field side from launchers which can be steered to heat at the desired location.

These launchers, two of which are presently installed, are set at 20 degrees to the radial and rf

current drive studies are planned for the initial operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past few years encouraging progress has been made in tokamak fusion research

which has indicated that the path to a successful demonstration experiment, though rocky

perhaps, is at least clear of major obstacles. This optimistic forecast has heightened interest in

experiments relevant to a tokamak fusion reactor operating continuously, such as non-inductive

current generation.

One candidate for non-inductive current drive is i:he asymmetric interaction in veloc-

ity space between the plasma electrons and injected electromagnetic waves at the electron

cyclotron resonance frequencies. First demonstrated on the CLEO tokamak [1], EC current

drive is the subject of ambitious programs on both the DIII-D and T-10 devices.

Although the theory of electron cyclotron damping is well understood, details of the

experiments, such as localized pumpout of portions of the velocity distribution, interaction with

relativistically downshifted resonances, refraction and so on leave considerable room for creative

prognostication and interpretation of tee results. In this paper we discuss the application of

two fundamental analysis tools, Fokker-Planck calculations and ray tracing, to the experiments

on these two tokamaks both to understand previous experiments and thereby benchmark the

analysis and to predict the results of work planned for the near future.

II. THE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON CURRENT DRIVE INSTALLATIONS

A. DIII-D

The DIlI-D ECH installation consists of ten gyrotrons each of which generates approx-

imately 200 kW at 60 GHz in pulses 0.5 sec in duration. The transmission lines propagate

the TE01 mode with approximately 85% efficiency. The waves were launched in the X-mode

fundamental from the high field side of the tokamak at an angle of 17 degrees to the radial.

The technical de,tails of the installation have been described previously [2].
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B. T-10

On T-10, II gyrotrons, each producing up to 400 kW in pulses up to one second long

will be available. Nine of the tubes operate at 81 GHz and inject with a tangential component

so that the microwaves cross the magnetic axis at an angle of 30 degrees to the radial. Two

tubes are at 75 GHz with radial injection for heating only. A schematic of the installation

and representative TORAY output indicating the model geometry for the midplane launcher is

shown in Fig. 1. The power is launched in the O-mode at the fundamental from four toroidal

locations, each of which has a slightly dif[erent geometry. For simplicity, these modelling

calculations ali use the "sector B" arrangement, which has three beamlines at 81 GHz, one of

which is at the midplane with two oLhers arranged symmetrically above and below it. The three

lines are aimed so that the launched waves intersect at the geometric center of the tokamak.

III. THE ANALYSIS CODES

A. Ray Tracing

The General Atomics version of' the code TORAY [3] was used for ali the ray tracing

studies reported here. The dispersion relation is calculated for the superposition of a relativistic

Maxwellian distribution function and.a superthermal tail characterized by forward, backward,

and perpendicular temperatures

: )
. (I)

M axwel.tia,n tail

Ali quantities are functions of p, the normalized flux coordinate. Damping of an electromagnetic

wave is calculated f'rom the dispersion relation and the driven current is estimated from Cohen's

theory [4].

TORAY is interfaced to General Atomics' transport code ONETWO [5] so that kinetic

and Ze_ profiles can be input directly to a self-consistent calculation of the loop voltage.

For the '1"-10 calculations, a half power half width of 3 degrees was used and 18 rays were

followed for each launcher from a point at the approximate location of the ceramic vacuum

window. The plane mirror was not included in the model. The DIII-D calculations used 30

rays and a half power half width of about 7 degrees.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the waveguide installation on T-10. Also shown is a typical
TORAY plot of the launch geometry and power deposition for the ECH resonance at the ge-
ometric center of the machine. For clarity, only the midplane bundle:is shown. Parameters
were Tc(0) = 5 keV, r_e(0) = 3 x 10z3 cm -'_, BT(0) = 2.89 T.

B. Fokker Planck

The Fokker-Planck calculations were done either with the code CQL3D [6], which calcu-

lates the two-dimensional bounce-averaged relativistic electron velocity distribution function at

each point in a radial array or with the code of Giruzzi [7]. The ECH energy deposition model

in CQL3D includes quasi-linear damping along a single ray but models the spread of the beam

by a spectrum in/_11' This model is sharper in k-space than the actual experiment.



The code solves

o/0 C(fo)+ @(/0)Ot

at each radial location and the rf energy transport equation

/,

(vge) = -P_s(r,_pol) = - / d_ 2rnv2Q(f) ,

where C and Q are the collisional and quasi-linear operators respectiveJy, f0 is the midplane

electron distribution function, e is the rf energy density and vg is the group velocity.

IV. RESU LTS

The two codes described above have been used to model the electron cyclotron current

drive experiments on DIII-D and T-10. For DIII-D, calculations for high field launch X-mode

fundamental current drive are compared with the experimental data. Predictions for low field

X-mode second harmonic and low field O-mode fundamental current drive on DI!!-D have

also been made. For T-10, the expected fundamental low field O-mode .current drive was

calculated. Variation of the parameters indicates the sensitivity to launch angle, resonance

location, density and temperature.

A. DIII-D High Field X-Mode Fundamental Current Drive

TORAY, CQL3D, and Giruzzi's Fokker-Planck code have been applied to the analysis

of the electron cyclotron current drive experiment on DIII-D. Using 30 rays to represent the

Gaussian beam, TORAY predicted current drive efficiencies of 0.04 --+ 0.12 amperes/watt.

The TORAY predictions assuming zero residual dc electric field in the plasma (i.e., full current

drive) are plotted in Fig. 2 for a representative equilibrium and different scaled temperatures

and densities. For these dischargesthe inductive electric field was not decreased to zero during

the rf pulse and this complicates the analysis.

Electrons heated or accelerated by the rf move into the tail of the distribution function

where they are less collisional. If subjected to an accelerating dc electric field, they then move

to still higher energies under the influence of the field. This apparently rf-induced current is

not stric*ly speaking "rf-driven" because should the inductive electric field decrease to zero this

portion of the driven current, for fields well below the critical runaway field, also disappears.
5
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Fig. 2. TORAY calculations of rf current drive for the DIII-D high field launch X-mode fundamen-
tal experiment. The predicted 50 kA non-inductive current is in reasonable agreement with
the measurements.

An estimate of the importance of this "inductively driven, rf augmented" current is

indicated by three points in Fig. 2. The upper point is the current predicted by Fokker Planck

calculation assuming Ed= = 0.04 V/m, the experimentally measured value. The middle point

is the total current inferred from the measured kinetic profiles and the measured Zeft" profile

assuming neoclassical resistivity. Finally, the lowest point is a Fokker-Planck calculation in

which the residual dc electric field was arbitrarily set to zero. This lowest point should be

compared with the field-free "FORAY calculations. The analyses span a factor of two in inferred

current drive efficiency. Although the agreement between the Fokker Planck for Edc = 0 and

TORAY for the experimentallymeasured T_13(0) -- 1.2 and Tc(0) = 2.5 keV isnot extremely

good, the experimental and calculationaluncertaintiesare fairlylargeand could be accounted

for by uncertaintiesin the kineticprofiles,For example. The ECE spectrum calculated by
5



the Fokker-Planck code is in good agreement with the experimental measurements. Figure 3

summarizes the TORAY output, showing ray tracing, power deposition, and the ECE data from

CQL3D,
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Fig. 3. TORAY output and the ECE spectrum calculated by CQL3D for the DIII-D experiment.
The resonancewasat the mag;neticaxi._and _e "_ 1.2 x 1-0z3 cm-3.

The non-linear interaction between electrons accelerated into the superthermal tail and

the residual field was considered by Giruzzi who found in an independent Fokker-Planck cal-

culation that such a residual dc electric field could increase the current which appeared to be

rf-driven by as much as a factor of two These results are summarized in Fig 4 Here the

ratio of the current obserw.-d with no dc electric field to that with electric field is plotted as a

function of the electric field normalized to the critical (Dreicer) field. Considering the 2Pede-

pendence of the critical field, both 2 and 4 keV temperatures give the same enhancement. The

additional current can be equal to the rf-driven current, and when the DIII-D measurement is
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Fig. 4. The effect of a residual dc electric field is shown by the enhanced current in the co-direction
as a Function of the electric field normalized to the critical (Dreicer) field for electron run-
away. The factor of two enhancement at fields present in the experiment is consistent with
the loop voltage measurement for co versus counter rf current generation and w;th the
correction required to obtain agreement between the measurement and field-free TORAY.

corrected for this phenomenon, the rf-driven current at Eric = 0 is recovered for comparison

with TO RAY.

To address this issue experimentally, the direction of the inductive current, and therefore

the dc electric field, was reversed and the current drive experiment was repeated with the

rf.drlven current opposing the inductive current. In this case the measured loop voltage was

greater than that calculated from the profiles, indicating an rf-driven component opposing

the inductive current. Approximately a factor of two difference between the co- and counter-

rf current cases was found, suggesting that this analysis is qualitatively correct. TORAY

calculations agree with the corrected experimental data.
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B. T-lO Low Field O--Mocle Current Drive

The relatively good agreement between theory and experiment in the DIII-D case suggests

that the T-10 experiment can be described reasonably well by TORAY and CQL3D. A series

of calculatioqs was performed with TORAY in which the density, temperature, and resonance

radius were varied for the T-10 geometry asdescribed above. The results are shown in FIB;.5.
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Fig, 5. TORAY calculations of the current drive expected for T-10 from the "Sector B" geom-
etry shown in Fig. 1. Highest current drive requires low density, high temperature and a
resonanceat R ,_, 140 cre. From these calculations,T-10 could achieve rf driven currents
greater than 400 kA.



Calculations were performed for four Values of central electron temperature and four

values of central density. The ad hoc profiles were approximately

T_(7') = _T_,(0)(1- r2/a2)l'_ ,

and

Be(T') - he(0)(1 - 7"2/_2)°'5 .

For most of the calculations the ECH resonance was placed at the geometric center of the

machine, but for central densities of 1.0 x 10la/cre a and 0,5 x 10la/cre a the resonance was

also located at '7'= -10 cre.

In general, current drive efficiency increasesapproximately linearly with electron tempera-

ture and decreaseslinearly with density. There is a very large increase in current drive efficiency

when the density is reduced below 1 x 1013/cm3.

For achievable values of2r e and _ on T-10, efficiencies as high as 0.10 -- 0.20 A/W

should be realized. This is approximately three time.s the efficiency measured in the DIII-D

experiment owing primarily to better localization of the absorption at the hottest region of

the discharge with low field launch. Becauseof the relativistic mass shift of the superthermal

population the resonanceshould be located inside the magnetic axis so that resonant damping

will actually occur near the center of the discharge where 2r_ is highest. This also reduces

trapped particle effects. At a central density of 1 x 1013/cm"_the efficiency is approximately

40% greater with the resonanceat r = -10 cm compared with the resonanceat 7"= 0.

The Fokker-Planck code CQL3D was exercised for a hypothetical DIII-D experiment

employing low field laur_chof the O-mode and the current drive efficiency as a function of

launch angle was calculated. Although done for DIII-D, the calculation is for circular cross

section and is generally applicable to T-10. The results, plotted in Fig. 6 along with TORA¥

calculations for the sanle casesshow a broad maximum in efficiency for launch angles between

1S degrees and 2S degreesfrom perpendicular.

The Fokker-Planck calculations agreefairly wellwith the ray tracing at low power; however

exhibit up to a factor of two enhancement in ef[iciency over the TORAY estimate at higher

power. This enhancement over the linear regime efficiency is due to a quasi,.linear increase

10
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Fig. 6. Fokker-Planck and TORAY calculations for 60 GHz low field launch O-mode fundamen-
tal heating on DIII-D showing a substantialenhancementin current drive at high power,
These results are relevant for the T-10 experiment as weil.

in the tail electron population and to a decrease in the trapping of heated electrons owing to

relativistic effects. Neither of these phenomena is modeled by TORAY. The result is encoura_Ging

for the T-10 experiment because of the very large rf powers, possibly greater than 3 MW, which

could be available.

The distribution function of Eq. (1) was used in TORAY to model the effect of a su-

perthermal tail on _.hespatial distribution of both the absorption and driven current. The

results are plotted in Fig. 7 for the parameters listed in Table I.

lt is seen that the superthermal tail leads to a substantial increase in the current drive

efficiency over that for the Maxwellian. The calculations also illustrate the excellent localization

of the driven current, which may mean that current generation, for example, in the vlc_''nity

of the q = 2 surface could be employed to stabilize tearing modes and prevent disruptions.
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Fig. 7. With the addition of a suprathermal tail, TORAY predicts a substantial increase in current
drive efficiency compared with a Maxwellian.

TABLE I

Tail Tc(0) T,IZ TH_ Tz
Curves Density(%)(keV)(keV) (keV)(keV) p

a 0 5 - - -

b 5 5 15 7 10 0
5 S 3 5 1

c 5 5 20 10 13 0
5 7 5 6 1

Additional work must be done to examine the deleterious effects of trapping and possibly

unstable j(r) profiles.

V. FUTURE PLANS FOR DIII-D

On the DIII-.D tokamak, installation of a low field spatially scannable launcher system for

110 GHz has begun. The present plan calls for operation of a four 500 kW gyrotrons capable

of 10 second pulses in late 199! in addition to the existing 2 MW, 60 GHz system. The
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waveguide transmission line will propagate the HEll mode and be evacuated, thus eliminating

the machine vacuum window. The transmission system [8] is shown schematically in Fig. 8,

and a photograph of the first steerable launcher assembly currently installed on DIII-D is shown

in Fig. 9. Ttle launched waves will be X-mode at 20 degrees to the radial.

_/alves Corrugatedwaveguide,1.25in.diam.

, ,n0 !Mode _,Phase correctedmitrebends
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Mode DCBreak

Output
Valve,2.375in.
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Steerablefiat mirror

DIII-DVacuumVessel

Figl 8. Schematic of the evacuated 110 GHz transmission line for DIII-D. The rf power can be
scanned across the plasma by moving a mirror.

Preliminary TORAY calculations for second harmonic X-mode low field launch, done for

the parameters of Table I, show that the current drive efficiency may be _-,30% greater than

the low field O-mode fundamental efficiency and that the efficiency is only weakly dependent

on the presence of a superthermal tail. These calculations are summarized in Fig. 10.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Model calculations have been performed for both the DIII-D and T-10 electron cyclotron

current drive experiments. Agreement between the calculations and measured non-inductive

current on DIII-D is good, increasing the confidence in the predictions of 0.1-0.2 amperes/watt

13



Fig. g. Photographof the first steerable launcherinstalledon DIII-D. This assembly accommo-
dates two rf beams and injects into the torus at an angle of approximat_:ly20 degrees
to the radial for current drive experiments. The assemblyis approximately30 cm across.

for T-10. Fokker-Planck calculations indicate that non-linear eflrectsat high power may further

enhance the current drive efficiency on T-10. The location of the ECH resonance should be

inside the magnetic axis to realize the best efficiency. Installation of the DIII-D 110 GHz

system has begun.
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